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Abstract—The objective of this paper is to report our investigation demonstrating that the phase 
angle information of complex impedance could be a simple indicator of a breath cycle in chest 
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT). The study used clinical neonatal EIT data. The results 
show that measurement of the phase angle from complex EIT data can be used as a 
complementary information for improving the conventional breath detection algorithms.                                                                                                                
.                                                                                                                                                                                 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Chest Electrical impedance tomography  (EIT)  is  a  non-invasive, non-radiative and real time dynamic  
monitoring tool  for bedside  imaging of regional electrical impedance changes induced by changes in 
the regional lung ventilation. Numerous studies have been published in lung function monitoring for 
adults [1-3] and recently for pediatric population [4-6]. However, EIT constitutes an ill-posed inverse 
problem. Successful EIT imaging relies therefore on the eﬀectiveness of complementary information. 
For example, in chest EIT, breathing cycle information can be used for reconstructing a tidal image.  In 
addition, in different clinical applications such as neonatal respiratory management, EIT is used for 
breath detection to obtain information about the exact timing of the two respiration phases: inspiration 
and expiration. Neonatal breath detection is still in the research phase and needs to be improved. A 
significant number of studies for EIT based breath detection have been published in recent years [7, 8]. 
The EIT complex value is used in a parametric modeling of changes during a breath cycle in [9]. 
However, most previous EIT studies used the real part of impedance, resistance, without paying 
attention to the imaginary part or reactance which eventuated in skipping phase angle information. The 
objective of this paper is to report our investigation demonstrating that the phase angle information of 
complex impedance could be a simple indicator of a breath cycle. 
Section 2 of this paper describes material and methods of the study. Results of the proposed method 
together with a short discussion are presented in section 3. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The study used 20 clinical neonatal EIT data from an ongoing study within the EU-funded Continuous 
Regional Analysis Device for neonate Lung (CRADL) project (NCT02962505). The EIT voltage data 
from each neonatal patient is acquired by the Swisstom EIT system (Swisstom Landquart, Switzerland) 
using a textile sensor belt around the chest with 32 electrodes at the frame rate of 48 Hz. EIT data were 
analyzed by calculating the sum of all voltages from 32 electrodes and a profile of relative complex 
impedance (Z) changes generated. The time course of Z during the EIT measurement was further 
calculated for the global lung. The complex impedance Z of a medium can be expressed in polar form 
as  
jZ Z e       (1) 
where j is the imaginary unit, |Z| is complex impedance magnitude, i.e. the ratio of the measured voltage 
and the applied current during EIT measurement and ϕ is the phase angle which expresses the phase 
shift between current and voltage; see Fig. 1. Complex impedance Z can also be dissected into real part 
or resistance, R= |Z| ×cos ϕ, and imaginary part or reactance, X= |Z| × sin ϕ in Cartesian form as 
Z R jX  .     (2) 






           (3) 
which is used in different imaging techniques to provide higher quality of measurements [10-12].    
 
 
Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the complex impedance Z in terms of the real R and the imaginary X 
components and the phase angle ϕ. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The conventional zero crossing algorithm described in [8, 13] is used to detect breaths in EIT real data.  
Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding breathing signal in blue color which is the input for the breath 
detection. The lower red (minima) and upper green (maxima) diamonds indicate the timing of end-
expiration and end-inspiration, respectively.  Eq. (3) is also used to calculate the phase angle ϕ in the 
complex EIT breath signal. Note that Eq. 3 results in the wrapped phase angle which is unwrapped, 
integrated and plotted in black color in Fig. 2. However, the plot of the unwrapped phase angle ϕ shows 
jumps of ±180o.  Signiﬁcant correlation was found between the occurrence of jump in measured phase 
angle ϕ  and zero cross as an indicator of a breath cycle in the real valued breath signal in the 
conventional breath detection method [8].The phase angle had a ±180o jump when there is a zero cross 
in real valued EIT breath signal. Consequently, each pair of ±180o jump in the measured phase angle 
indicates one breath cycle (Fig 2).  
The results show that measurement of the phase angle ϕ from complex EIT data can be a great asset 
which contains information of breath cycles. This complementary information is potentially useful for 
improving the conventional breath detection algorithms, particularly during periods of irregular 
breathing, and hence clinical evaluations in connection with lung EIT for respiratory management and 
monitoring in neonatal intensive care units.   
This study is an ongoing research and the next planned step is validation and optimization study by 
considering both impedance and complementary phase information to compare with a suitable gold 
standard. 
                                                                                                                .                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
Fig. 2. Jump of ±180o in the measured phase angle as an indicator of zero cross in each breath cycle. 
The red and green diamonds indicate the detected minima and maxima during the expiration and 
inspiration phases, respectively, in the conventional breath detection method [8] using EIT real values.  
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